
Protecting workers, facilities and assets from threats is a practice every manufacturer should incorporate. Threats can 
include disruptions in production, chemical exposures, logistical challenges and even severe weather. Ensuring a safe 
environment and keeping people informed demands a robust solution like Regroup.

Regroup Mass Notification delivers a cost-effective mass communication solution that can help manufacturers remain 
nimble in everyday business and address real-world threats quickly. Additionally, Regroup can help reduce costs and 
increase ROI.

During the global pandemic of COVID-19, many U.S. manufacturers experienced disrupted 
supply chains without contingency plans in place.

AVOID SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION AND PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE

THE COMMUNICATION PLATFORM FOR EVERYDAY AND EMERGENCIES

Immediately alert product leaders when 
equipment is offline

Automate severe weather alerts

Send training and policy updates

Alert remote and traveling staff

Send rich messages with images or video

Create unlimited employee groups, leadership 
groups and more

Broadcast physical procedures for COVID-19

Get on-scene feedback with two-way
communication

Alert all in the event of suspicious activity 

SAFETY IN THE MANUFACTURING 
ENVIRONMENT IS ESSENTIAL.

A solid communication plan and a reliable 
platform for sending routine and 
emergency notifications can help 
manufacturers overcome production 
challenges and downtime while 
mitigating risks during critical events.

REGROUP MASS NOTIFICATION FOR

MANUFACTURING



Regroup Mass Notification is the reliable communication platform that does it all. In just two clicks or taps, you can 
notify your entire network, specific segments or individuals. 

Schedule a free, personalized demo at

go.regroup.com/schedule-demo
Or call us at

855-REGROUP

Emergency Notifications

Severe weather alerts, active
shooter scenarios, wildfires, 
chemical exposures

Operational Resilience

Supply disruptions, product line
outages, safety drills,
policy updates

Employee Relations

Policy updates, procedural
guidance, shift needs and

openings

Regroup can help manufacturers keep their workforces connected, informed and 
prepared everyday and during emergencies.

HOW MANUFACTURERS USE REGROUP

EXPERIENCE
THE REGROUP DIFFERENCE

Delivers to email, text/SMS, push notifications, 
desktop notifications, intranets and more

Unlimited user groups, administrators, 
Quick Post templates

Automatic severe weather alerts from 
NOAA/NWS

Geo-fence technology to target specific areas or 
facilities

Rich reporting features for accountability

24/7 client support

Ease of use - even for non-technical users

The most trusted name in mass notification


